The new Hawker 800XP features something every executive can appreciate. A way to get to the top faster.

Introducing the New Hawker 800XP.

It has more powerful engines for more powerful performance and range.

Now you can fly further out of high altitude and hot temperature environments because the Hawker 800XP has new Garrett 731-5BR engines. Which translates to more of everything: More speed, faster climb, higher payloads with shorter take-off field length. And the most range of any competitor in its class—2,513 nautical miles. The new Hawker 800XP features other dramatic improvements as well. New engine controls, an upgraded environmental control system, and improved braking.

By now you've probably figured out that the "XP" stands for Extended Performance. Something we think you'll wholeheartedly agree with. For more information, call 1-800-866-1000.

Raytheon Aircraft
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Where the Grass Roots Come Together

The National Guard Association has been a successful presence for the National Guard on Capitol Hill for more than a century. There are a variety of reasons for the Association's many successes, but one of the most important is the grass roots support from the men who make up the Guard. The grass roots are the real work at the Association and their efforts can be seen in Washington every day.

The Chief Shares His Thoughts

The Chief of the National Guard Bureau, LTG Edward D. Bach, gives the men and women of the Army and Air National Guard his thoughts about what the future may hold. General Bach discusses the changing nature of the Guard's missions and future structure as the world shifts from the individual act to the information age. The general also shares his thoughts on the importance of technology and readiness as the National Guard member sees into the 21st Century.

http://www.ngaus.org

As National Guard members adapt themselves to the technology of the 21st century, their Association is moving along right beside them. Recent efforts to strengthen its bonds with membership and interested parties throughout the world, the Association's unqualified home page on the worldwide web now, at a moment's notice, you can get the latest news from the Association throughout the world.
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COVER: The impressive Minuteman statue greets visitors to the National Guard Memorial in Washington, D.C., as they enter the building. The statue represents the readiness of the citizen soldier in times of peace and war and the vigilance of the National Guard Association in providing National Guard members a united voice on Capitol Hill. Cover by Demos and Sackett Design.
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